History Events beyond Living Memory

This term our themes are:
Events beyond Living Memory
A sense of place: UK landmarks

Science
Animals including Humans
Find out about and describe the basic needs of
animals, including humans, for survival (water,
food and air)

Living Things and their habitats
Compare differences between the things that are
living, dead, and things that have never been
alive.
Plants – Observe and describe how seeds and
bulbs grow into mature plants.

Literacy
Narrative: Stories by the Same Author:
Focus author: Anthony Browne
Non- Fiction: Explanation and recounts
Poetry: List poems and calligrams
Take one Book: a visual text will be chosen as a focus
for a range of activities to enrich the children’s
learning.
Speaking and Listening – in pairs, small groups and as
a class.

Enquiry question: What are the important
events in the UK to remember?
Events include; the Great Fire of London,
the Gunpowder Plot and Remembrance Day

Art

A sense of place: UK landmarks

Use a range of drawing media.
Explore the concept of light and dark to
make tones. Create printing blocks.
Learn about different artists styles.

Monet and Turner
Year 2

DT Puppets
Develop designs for puppets.
Mark out, cut and join fabric.

Autumn 2021
PE
Games: ball skills including dodging
Gymnastics: linking moves into sequences

PSHE
Focus 1 Being Me in My World
School community: Fears and worries, Rights and
responsibilities, Rewards and consequences

Focus 2 Celebrating Differences
Accepting everyone is different
Working together to solve problems

Music
Listen and appraise music
Engage in musical activities: games, singing,
playing, improvising and composing.
Perform and share outcomes

Mathematics
To count in steps of 2, 3, and 5 from 0,
and count in tens from any number,
forward or backward. To compare and
order numbers from 0 up to 100; use <, >
and= signs. Add and subtract a two-digit
number and ones, and two two-digit numbers. Recall
and use multiplication and division facts for the 2, 5 and
10 multiplication tables, including recognising odd and
even numbers. Find given value, add and subtract
money. To recognise, find, name and write fractions 1/3,
1
/4, 2/4 and ¾.

Computing
Program on screen objects using clear instructions.
Use these algorithms in Logo and Scratch.

Geography
The United Kingdom
Enquiry question: What are the four
capital cities, countries and surrounding
seas of the UK?
Children will use an atlas to identify and
label the 4 countries, capital cities and
surrounding seas of the United Kingdom on
a map. They will also carry out research
about UK landmarks.

RE

Human responsibility and values: how
and why people show care and concern for
humanity and the world.
Identity and belonging: how groups express
their identity and belonging and how faith
affects people’s lives.

